"A neural circadian signal essential for ovulation is generated in the suprachiasmatic nucleus during each stage of the estrous cycle".
•What is the central question of this study? Is the suprachiasmatic nucleus the structure that generates the neural circadian signals that occur during every stage of the estrous cycle, not only proestrus, and are these signals essential for proper regulation of ovulation? •What is the main finding and its importance? We found that transient inhibition of sodium-dependent action potentials in the suprachiasmatic nucleus by tetrodotoxin microinjection at 14:00 hours, inhibits ovulation irrespectively of the stage of the estrous cycle when the procedure is performed. It was also found that microinjection of saline solution into the suprachiasmatic nucleus has a disruptive effect on ovulation that depends on the stage of the cycle at which it is administered. Reproduction is a highly timed process that depends on both the reproductive and circadian systems. The core oscillator of the latter resides at the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) and it is pivotal for the regulation of the proestrous pre-ovulatory surge of gonadotropins in females. There is evidence to suggest that this system may be involved in the regulation of neuroendocrine events that are essential for ovulation and that occur prior to proestrus. We explored this possibility by transiently inactivating the SCN. Female rats were implanted with guide cannulas aimed at the SCN. After recovery of the estrous cycle, animals were injected with tetrodotoxin (TTX), artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) or saline solution while freely moving. Injections were performed at 14:00 hours of each stage of the estrous cycle. Animals were euthanized on the next predicted estrus day, the number of ova shed was counted and intact rats at estrus stage were used as absolute control. ACSF did not modify ovulation. Saline solution blocked ovulation in estrus- and diestrus-injected rats. Irrespectively of the stage of the estrous cycle, TTX blocked ovulation. These results lead us to suggest that a neural circadian signal, pivotal for triggering the gonadotropin pre-ovulatory surge, arises from the SCN during the critical window of proestrus. We also suggest that a similar signal, needed for the regulation of other events that are indispensable for proper regulation of ovulation, is also generated in this nucleus during the other stages of the cycle at a similar time. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.